
Enjoy the outdoors all-year-long with Heat’s superior collection of triangle propane patio heaters. Standing tall at 

an impressive seven (7) feet, this model combines exceptional functionality with sophisticated design. Available in 

Hammered Bronze and Stainless Steel, its top-quality, solid construction projects a powerful 42,000 BTUs of heat 

within a 16.4-ft. radius, and the battery-ignition, adjustable settings make your entertainment experience both 

simple and customizable.

Triangle Patio Heater

MSRP: $499

• Model # HTR-TWR103-HB/HTR-TWR104-SS
• 42,000 BTU LP patio heater (gas tank not included)
• 7 ft. tall resistant, all-steel construction
• 16.4-ft. heat radius w/ a 450g/hr.-945g/hr. flux
• Quick battery ignition start with low-to-high heat control
• CSA design certified
• Assembly required
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For more information, please contact your representative or  visit 
premium.almo.com

Get Connected

Model # Description MSRP

HTR-TWR101 & 
HTR-TWR102

Pyramid Patio Heater (7’ Tall Propane Flame Glass)
Soak up the outdoor entertainment season with Heat’s selection of pyramid 
patio heaters. Boasting an unprecedented 42,000 BTUs of propane power, a 
one-push battery ignition start, and adjustable control, it’s never been simpler 
to rest in the comfort of a 16.4-ft. heat radius. In addition, this model features 
a stunning all-black, durable pyramid steel-constructed body that suits every 
aesthetic taste and adverse weather condition.
Color Options: Stainless Steel & Black

$499

HTR-TWR110-LEDSS

Square Patio Heater (7’ Tall, Propane, LED Flame Glass)
Add an electrifying touch to your outdoor entertainment space with Heat’s 
multi-color, LED-lit square patio heater. The 7-feet-tall, sturdy stainless steel 
model emanates both sophistication and an impressive 42,000 BTUs of heat in 
a 16.4 ft. radius. Also complete with a quick, easy battery-ignition start and low-
to-high settings, this heater amplifies the color and comfort at any gathering.

$699

HTR-UMBS001-HB
HTR-UMBS002-HB
HTR-UMBS003-SS

Steel Umbrella Patio Heater (7’ Tall, Propane)
Make the most of any outdoor occasion with the 7-ft. Steel Umbrella heater by 
Heat. Featuring a construction of superior durability and style, this Bronze/Stain-
less model will remain sturdy and shining after years of elemental exposure. 
41,000 BTUs of heat will envelop all guests within a 16.4 ft. radius in unprece-
dented, comforting warmth, while a variable control valve makes temperature 
adjustment both fast and simple.
Color Options: Stainless Steel & Bronze

$299

HTR-UW012-BLK
HTR-UW013-BRN

Round Wicker Patio Heater (7’ Tall, Propane)
Invite your guests into 41,000 BTUs of comforting warmth with Heat’s 7-ft. 
round wicker patio heater. Its battery-ignition, low-to-high temperature control 
and black wicker/stainless finish create a completely custom, stylish outdoor 
entertaining experience with ease. The 16.4 ft. heat radius seamlessly integrates 
in with a sturdy, all-steel frame to add top-of-the-line touches of durable practi-
cality.
Color Options: Brown & Black

$399

HTR-UW020-BRN 
HTR-UW021-BRN

Square Wicker Patio Heater (7’ Tall, Propane)
Create an environment of unprecedented relaxation with the 41,000 BTU 
square wicker patio by Heat. While an all-steel structure offers top-tier durability, 
the stylish brown-wicker and stainless-accented finishes also fit seamlessly into 
any sophisticated outdoor décor scheme. The model’s table-top design adds a 
versatile, practical touch, and the completely customizable, low-to-high tem-
perature settings make control of the 16.4-ft. heat radius simple.

$449


